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Abstract
In this paper we focus on the application of the declarative mediator language MedLan to
the integration of geographical information systems and deductive databases. The language
provides the ability to handle multiple logic theories via the notion of program expressions.
We present an application example that deals with finding the best habitat for wild boars in
a region of Tuscany. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The wide use of Internet and the World Wide Web capabilities are at present show-
ing the need for organizations to access and integrate dierent sources of information.
Future applications are likely to be built by making systems developed and managed
at dierent sites to inter-operate. Inter-operability means making information systems
work together and it can be intended at two levels of abstraction: syntactic (low level)
and semantic (high level) one. In the context of syntactic inter-operability, the ‘‘mean-
ing’’ of the terms is irrelevant. Examples of this kind of inter-operation are dierent
Unix systems which work together or cooperating SQL systems of dierent vendors.
Semantic inter-operation means integrating systems at a level involving shared mean-
ing of terms. In other words it is the process of specifying methods to resolve conflicts,
pool information together, and define new compositional operations, based on exist-
ing operations, in the individual data sources.
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Various architectures for inter-operation can be found in the literature as it is
summarized in Ref. [16]:
· mediation (read-only views);
· federation;
· mediation with updates;
· work-flow.
Mediation supports semantic integration of databases from the read-only view of
information sources that reside at dierent sites.
Interesting proposals for mediating database systems can be found in the litera-
ture, both for relational and logic/deductive databases [22,26,19,2,6]. All of these
proposals consider only the first kind of mediation, the one without updating
capabilities.
MedLan falls in this category, and it focuses on the construction of a declarative
mediator level between the user and heterogeneous sources of structured and semi-
structured data. The basis of MedLan is logic programming and the extensions we
propose consist of partitioning the code into separate programs, the ability of sepa-
rate programs to interact, and the ability of computing queries with respect to a com-
bination of programs denoted by so called program expressions.
We experimented the capabilities of MedLan for constructing mediators in two
application fields: semantic integration of deductive databases [3], and construction
of a declarative analysis level on top of a traditional geographic information system.
In this paper we oer an example of the second type: the integration with an ARC-
INFO GIS to deal with finding the best habitat for wild boars in an area of Tuscany.
The plan of the paper follows. Section 2 introduces the syntax of the language and
it provides an intuitive explanation of composition operators. Section 3 discusses the
integration with geographical information systems. Section 4 discusses the code of
the example. Finally, in Section 5 we make some comparisons of our language with
other similar approaches in the literature and we discuss future work.
2. MedLan
We consider a set of meta-level operations for composing definite logic programs,
originally introduced in Refs. [20,9,3]: Union ([), Intersection (\), and Constraint (=).
These operations define the following language of program expressions:
P exp :: Program j P exp [ P exp j P exp \ P exp j P exp=Program
where Program is a named collection of clauses. Each set of clauses is associated with
a unique name by means of a global naming mechanism. In the sequel we will abuse
the notation and use a program identifier to directly denote the set of clauses asso-
ciated with it.
The language of program expressions has been largely investigated both from the
theoretical and from the application point of view (e.g. in Refs. [11,12,2]). MedLan
extends further the approach by allowing the use of program expressions in clause
bodies, besides allowing their use in queries as a sort of view definition, that is, pro-
gram expressions can be used to allow programs to inter-operate with other pro-
grams. More precisely, a program is a finite set of extended definite clauses of the
form
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A B1; . . . ;Bn
where each Bi is either an atomic formula or a meta-level formula of the form
‘‘C in P exp’’, where C is an atomic formula and P exp a program expression. A goal
like ‘‘C in P exp’’ introduces a form of message passing between object level pro-
gram. The idea is that the program containing the goal ‘‘C in P exp’’, sends the mes-
sage C to the ‘‘virtual’’ program denoted by ‘‘P exp’’. As usual, logical variables act
as input/output channels between programs.
We assume that the language in which programs are written is fixed. Namely,
there is a fixed set of function and predicate symbols that include all function and
predicate symbols used in the programs being considered. Moreover, program names
and program composition operations are disjoint from all other constant and func-
tion symbols that may occur in programs. Notice also that in all expressions of the
form ‘‘A in P exp’’ occurring in the clause bodies of programs, the program expres-
sion P exp is ground (i.e. it does not contain variables) by definition of program ex-
pression itself.
Here we give the operators an informal semantics by means of examples. The for-
mal (abstract and operational semantics) is fully described in Ref. [23].
Consider the following programs P and Q:
P : downhillX ; Y   ski liftsY  in Q
ski liftslocation1  
Q : ski liftslocation2  
The first rule of P states that ‘‘you can build a downhill ski run from location X to
location Y if you can prove the existence of ski_lifts in location Y using the know-
ledge base Q’’. The query  downhillpeak1; Y  in the program P bounds the vari-
able Y to location2 since the evaluation of the goal ski liftsY  is performed in the
program Q.
Given a program expression E, we show a plain logic program that behaves as the
program expression, i.e. it provides the same answers to the same queries, whatever
is the operational semantics in use. We refer sometimes to this program as to the vir-
tual program denoted by the expression. Such a transformational approach, first in-
troduced in Ref. [7], is thoroughly described in Refs. [10,2] and it is useful for an
intuitive understanding of program expressions.
Consider the following plain programs:
P : arca; b  
arcb; c  
arcc; b  
Q : arcX ; Y   arcX ; Z; arcZ; Y 
P describes a graph. Q axiomatizes a general property of graphs. P [ Q behaves as a
plain program containing the clauses of P and the clauses of Q. As the example
shows, union may be used to factor knowledge in dierent modules.
Intersection allows to combine knowledge by merging clauses with unifiable heads
into clauses having the conjunctions of the bodies of the original clauses as body.
The net eect is that the two plain programs act as sets of constraints one upon
the other.
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Consider the example
P : likesX ; Y   sweetY 
hatesX ; Y   bitterY 
Q : likesbob; Y   sourY 
Then the program expression P \ Q behaves as the plain logic program
likesbob; Y   sweetY ; sourY 
Notice that P \ Q does not say anything about hates, since nothing about hates is
deducible from Q.
The constraint operator combines the features of union, intersection and a simple
form of negation to provide an asymmetric composition between a program P and a
program Q. Q acts as a set of constraints for P as it is illustrated by the following
example. Consider
P : Q :
likesX ; Y   blond hairY  likesjohn; Y   green eyesY 
green eyesmary  
blond hairmary  
blond hairsusan  
The following plain program behaves as the program expression P=Q.
likesX ; Y   X 6 john; blond hairY 
likesjohn; Y   green eyesY ; blond hairY 
green eyesmary  
blond hairmary  
blond hairsusan  
Notice that the constraint is applied only to John while retaining the general know-
ledge about the rest of the people.
3. Integration of geographical data
In this section we deal with the construction of a mediation layer between the user
and a system for the management of geographical data, thus providing a declarative
style for analyzing them.
Geographic Information Systems (GISs) are computer-based systems that are
used to store and manipulate geographic information [4]. The most important fea-
ture of GIS is that spatial data are stored in a structured format – referred to as a
spatial database – that uses dierent maps called themes or layers.
The components of a GIS deal with five main aspects [4]: Data Input, Data Man-
agement, Data Processing, Data Analysis, Data Output.
Here we focus on the data analysis aspect. This is where data are combined and
analyzed to produce meaningful results. The experience of the GIS users allows them
to extract appropriate information from the available database and produce new in-
formation useful for research and management. The new information can be used to
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construct models of the real world or to predict likely outcomes under certain con-
ditions. Geographical information systems provide a set of functions (analysis func-
tions [4]) to help the user in analyzing geographical data.
A typical application of GIS analysis is programming the search for the loca-
tion(s) most suited to a given purpose. As an example let us consider the search of
the best location for setting up a downhill ski area. The criteria the planner will
use are: average snowfall from 1st November to 1st April, proximity to roads, prox-
imity to towns with hotels, how well the mountain can accommodate dierent types
of ski run (beginner to expert), exposure of potential ski slope, and proximity to ma-
jor population centers. The planner would give each criteria an importance score so
that the GIS, using datasets of mountains, snow conditions, roads, etc. can measure
the suitability of particular slopes for a new ski slope. The resulting maps from the
analysis would identify, using the scoring scheme, the mountain locations which are
best suited to meet the criteria.
Some common analysis functions are (among others [25]) overlaying and buering.
Overlay corresponds to the combination of two or more map layers to produce a
new map layer. Many map layers can be overlaid in more complex procedures. Buf-
fering is used when a problem involves distance, since it returns an area within a cer-
tain distance from a point or a line.
In the downhill skiing example, overlay can be used to have a map with both ho-
tels, and towns, and roads and buering is used to compute an area within a certain
distance from a road or a hotel.
Two main observations gave rise to our proposal. The first one is a consideration
about the diculty to perform analysis on current commercial geographic systems.
Each system provides the user with a set of analysis function, but the syntax and the
semantics of such functions are not intuitive for a user who is not a GIS expert. Fur-
thermore, we think that an operation such as the analysis of a geographical systems
will be usually performed by people who are not GIS experts.
The second point is that the current GIS analysis approaches are not general and
reusable. In fact analysis is typically based on complex procedural algorithms [4]. We
claim that a declarative approach is a better solution for solving this kind of prob-
lems. Furthermore, by using a declarative approach we decouple the problem of
structuring data in the GIS from the management of the user access to data.
We can use the MedLan language to express:
· analysis criteria (environmental restrictions, governmental laws, planner ‘‘best
place’’ criteria, etc.),
· complex queries w.r.t the criteria encoded in logic theories.
As shown in Fig. 1 the system consists of three parts: the analysis rules, the inter-
face to the GIS and the analysis functions provided by the GIS itself. For the sake of
readability the analysis criteria in this example are very simple and expressed in nat-
ural language. The system encodes the following criteria that allow a company to
build a hotel: the best place to build a hotel must be within 5 kilometers from a road.
Some items encoded in the analysis criteria are mapped into GIS analysis functions.
In the example we map the distance concept to a buering operation and the road
concept to a function that selects the roads layer from the GIS.
We express the analysis criteria by means of a collection of logic theories that
form a database of rules. Each set of rules R1, R2; . . ., Rn (corresponding to logic the-
ories) obtains data by querying the GIS by means of analysis functions, and then
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exploits the deductive capabilities of the language to reason about data. Logical rules
allow us to express criteria such as: ‘‘the area is good if it is near a hotel or a town
and if it has a slope which is no more than 20 degrees and no less then 5 degrees’’.
The deductive database inference engine allows one to compute the solutions by in-
ferring them from a given set of deductive rules.
Notice that we do not aim at redefining the GIS functions since our language is
not suited for handling spatial information. We intend to use the functions provided
by the GIS connecting them to a logical language and thus avoiding the direct use of
such functions by the user.
In summary, the integration amounts to querying the GIS, interpreting the answer
as a set of potential solutions, and, finally, using the deductive power of the rules to
analyze the set in order to choose the intended final answers. This middle layer pro-
vides the user with an easy and intuitive way of reasoning about GIS data.
Furthermore, representing knowledge in separate theories allows us to use know-
ledge from dierent sources. For example, one can use environmental restrictions
from the local municipality, the general laws from the government, and the best place
criteria from the planner. Information can be stored at dierent sites and used in a
modular way to find out a place which satisfies all criteria. This modular approach
also allows the user to reuse the knowledge encoded in the theories for future anal-
ysis. The program composition operators allows us to express complex queries on a
combination of analysis criteria. Furthermore, this approach allows a large commu-
nity of users, and not only few experts, to access complex and expensive GI Systems.
4. An application
The application problem we address consists in the analysis of a geographic area
and can be formulated as follows:
Fig. 1. The schema of the GIS analysis system.
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Identify all the zones in a given rectangular area that are a favorable habitat
for the wild boar.
These animals live in woods populated by two kinds of trees:
· Quercus pubescens,
· Quercus cerris.
Both these kinds of vegetation exist in the considered area.
Moreover, we must take into account some noise sources such as roads and
towns. The values, chosen under the supervision of zoologists, represent the distances
between the ideal area where boars can live and the noise sources:
· 50 m for local roads;
· 100 m for main roads;
· 200 m for highway;
· 500 m for towns.
Furthermore, since during the summer the trac on the roads increases, these val-
ues will change depending on the season. The summer values are:
· 100 m for local roads;
· 150 m for main roads;
· 250 m for highway.
The required distance from towns stays unchanged.
We will query the system to determine the ideal habitat for the wild boars as
follows:
?ÿ ideal zoneX; defaultin wild boar habitat:
?ÿ ideal zoneX; summertimein wild boar habitat:
The first query computes the area X where the boars can live with respect to the
general rules restricted to the normal period of the year. The second one tries to com-
pute the ideal area for the summer period. The code of the application is partitioned
in a number of logic theories.
Notice that in the following we are going to use four theories (map_ai_fz, covers,
cov_attrb, val_att), not shown here, that implement, once and for all applications,
the interface to the GIS in use. The interfacing theories take care of sending the
proper requests to the geographic information system, and of maintaining references
to the (partial) results, that are kept in a temporary storage managed by the geo-
graphic information system itself.
The following is the top level theory, that maps the external query into a query
using the appropriate program expression. D1, D2, D3, D4 will be bound by the ap-
propriate theory to the distances from the noise sources. Notice the use of the con-
straint operator.
theorywild boar habitat
ideal zoneX; default : -
compute zoneX; D1; D2; D3; D4in general rules=normal period:
ideal zoneX; summertime : -
compute zoneX; D1; D2; D3; D4in general rules=summer period:
The following theory contains the general rule that deduces which is the ideal hab-
itat for the wild boars. We state that a zone Zi is an ideal zone if there exist a zone Zd
with suitable noise level, a zone V with suitable vegetation, and Zi is obtained by
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combining the two covers. Together the two functions, given two covers, return a
sort of intersection where the resulting cover includes the ideal vegetation and the
areas that are not in noise zones.
theorygeneral rules:
compute zoneZi; D1; D2; D3; D4 : -
noise zoneZd; D1; D2; D3; D4in noise sources;
suitable vegetationV; Classin vegetation;
overlay identityV; Zd; Zt; Class;#; joinin map ai fz;
extractZt; Zi; Class; area; >; 0; and; inside;; 1
in map ai fz:
The following theory contains the parameters of the distances from noise sources
in normal periods of the year.
theorynormal period:
ideal zone ; 50; 100; 200; 500:
The following theory contains the parameters of the distances from noise sources
in high trac periods of the year.
theorysummer period:
ideal zone ; 100; 150; 250; 500:
The first rule of the following theory states that the noise zones are the union of
the noise areas due to roads and to towns. The overlay_union function implements the
union of the two covers and the resulting cover includes the elements of both the
original ones.
theorynoise sources:
noise zoneZd; D1; D2; D3; D4 : -
road noiseS; Class s; D1; D2; D3;
town noiseA; Class a; D4;
overlay unionA; Class a; S; Class s; Zd;#; joinin map ai fz:
The following rule states that the noise due to roads depends on the kind of such
roads.
road noiseS; OutClass; D1; D2; D3 : -
kind of roadCov; InClass; T; V1; V2; V3;
road noise typeCov; InClass; S com; OutClass; T; V1; D1;
road noise typeCov; InClass; S pro; OutClass; T; V2; D2;
road noise typeCov; InClass; S sta; OutClass; T; V3; D3;
overlay unionS pro; OutClass; S sta; OutClass; S1t;#; join
in map ai fz;
overlay unionS1t; OutClass; S com; OutClass; S;#; join
in map ai fz:
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Here we list the dierent kinds of roads implemented in the GIS. Here the cov
function extracts the class of a given cover and the attrb function extracts the attri-
butes of a cover.
kind of roadCov; Class; T; V1; V2; V3 : -
local roadCov; T; V1in val att;
main roadCov; T; V2in val att;
highwayCov; T; V3in val att;
covCov; Classin covers;
attrbCov; Tin cov attrb:
The buer_distance function implements a distance operation, that is, given a cover
and an element, it returns a new cover with the area at a certain fixed distance from a
given element (point, line or polygon).
road noise typeIncov; InClass; Outcov; poly; T; V; D : -
extractIncov; Ct; InClass; T;; Vin map ai fz;
buffer distanceCt; Outcov;#;#; D;#; InClass; round; full
in map ai fz:
town noiseA; Class; D : -
covabita; Classin covers;
buffer distanceabita; A;#;#; D;#; Class; round; full
in map ai fz:
In the following theory we state that the suitable vegetation include Quercus pu-
bescens and Quercus cerris.
theoryvegetation:
vegetationV; Class : -
quercus pubescensC; T1; Val1in val att;
quercus cerrisC; T2; Val2in val att;
covC; Classin covers;
extractC; V; Class; T1;; Val1; or; T2;; Val2; and; area; >; 0
in map ai fz:
The code shown above is the executable code for our implementation of the sys-
tem. Fig. 2 shows the area in the province of Pisa that satisfies the criteria in sum-
mertime. The solution is represented in dark grey.
5. Conclusions
In this paper we have focussed on the construction of a declarative mediator level
between the user and heterogeneous sources of structured and semi-structured data,
and its application to the integration of geographical databases and deductive data-
bases.
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The aim of MedLan is much in the spirit of others approaches developed in the
last few years. In particular, we would like to mention here HERMES [27], TSIM-
MIS [14], SchemaLog [18], and IDL [17].
It is worth noting that the common denominator of the languages mentioned
above is that they are all defined by starting from a logical language and by enriching
it with meta or higher order features. This makes the languages suitable for dealing
with inter-operability. We have followed this common approach by defining new
mechanisms on top of logic programming and extending, in a conservative way,
its formal semantics.
For the implementation of the system we have chosen two widespread commer-
cial systems: ARC-INFO [15] as the system for the management of geographical
data, supported by ESRI, and Sicstus Prolog [24], supported by SICS, as the logic
programming system on top of which MedLan is implemented as an extension.
The integration between ARC-INFO and SICSTUS has been implemented by
using sockets to realize a cooperation among the two systems working as separate
processes.
The future developments of our research are in many directions. One direction is
to complete the work concerning the ecient implementations of the language. We
have defined a semi-naive computation strategy for program expressions [23], and we
are studying how to exploit ‘‘caching’’ techniques [1].
Although MedLan falls into the read-only mediation approach [16], that is, we do
not deal with updating problems, we believe that future work must deal with it and
with security problems [8,13,5].
Fig. 2. The habitat for the wild boar during the summer.
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Other interesting extensions of MedLan we are considering are the capabilities to
handle ‘‘time’’, that seem to be quite necessary to tackle applications that need spa-
tial data framed in time periods, as, for example, cadastral data. Initial results can be
found in Ref. [21].
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